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Simplify performance testing Citrix-
virtualized applications

Rapid & visual test design: One and done

PARTNER DATASHEET

Tricentis NeoLoad fully supports the Citrix protocols — you can test both response times and user display windows for any virtualized 

desktop or SaaS application (MS Office, SAP, etc.).

Visual test design for a visual test and visual outcome. NeoLoad lets you see the test as you design it. No more time-consuming 

back-and-forth to rewrite scripts multiple times to create a correct test. With NeoLoad, you get it right the first time.

Citrix virtual app Citrix protocol & interface

Testing faster at scale to ensure business outcomes

Citrix virtual desktop

Upgrade, not degrade
Ensure new versions of Citrix meet 

virtual app or desktop performance 

benchmarks

Access for all
Guarantee fast end user access in 

virtual apps and desktops at scale

Pinpoint problems fast
Correlated monitoring metrics identify 

root causes (hardware vs. software) 

quickly



Automated, accurate, agentless

Simplify performance testing Citrix-virtualized applications

Automatic script maintenance
Automatically detect when there’s been a change in the code of 

the virtualized app, and update test scripts for only that change.   

Avoid manually rewriting the entire script from scratch.

Fewer functions to maintain, same strength
What takes 40+ functions in legacy testing tools is defined in 

13 simple functions. The set of Citrix actions is compact and 

consistent for better readability and easier- to-maintain scripts.

Optical character recognition, test helpers
Design tests faster with live automatic text detection and more 

reliable text recognition at runtime with modern and configurable 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engine based on neural 

networks.

Trust the test
Visual test design, automatic script maintenance, agentless 

installation means less manual work and more realistic tests 

at scale to mimic actual user experience. You know the test is 

accurate.

Agentless load generators. Fewer steps, quicker testing
Run Citrix tests at load without requiring agents to be installed 

on load testing infrastructure and have one less item to run by 

the IT team before you can be productive.

DISCLAIMER: Note, the information provided in this statement should not be considered as legal advice. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these statements, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions or for achieving compliance to legal regulations.
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NeoLoad

Rapid and visual test design

Automated script maintenance

Tests and results you trust

Agentless installation

Fast learning curve

Other Tools

Slow code for a visual test

Manual script maintenance

Unreliable test results

Requires agents

Slow learning curve

The NeoLoad Difference


